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Abstract
With the proliferation of affordable sensing devices, more and more sportspeople are able to monitor
their exercise sessions and gain valuable insights into their exercise form and exertion. Yet, manufactures
seldom employ intrinsic motivation of their users as a motivational factor and rather rely on external
elements such as gamification. Ultimately users might fail to see the potential benefits of their exercises
and rather blindly strive for completing the next app challenge, lacking active reflection about their
exercise form. We argue that this aspect is quintessential in acquiring genuine proficiency for a given
exercise, yet current sports technology is seldom designed to encourage active reflection from users.
In this position paper, we depict how designing for reflective feedback, leveraging mobile and wearable
sensing devices, provides users with the means to actively reflect on their exercise form. We envision
that this — already emerging form of feedback — will allow users to gain deeper bodily insights and
facilitate an inherent understanding of the meaning and purpose of their physical activity. Based on
existing research works, we highlight the potential of this approach to generalize well over a diverse set
of physical activities and outline future research directions.
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1. Introduction

Technological advances have had a big impact on how we perform sports activities, from simple
tracking apps [1] for an evening run to highly sophisticated sensing devices in competitive
sports [2], allowing us to monitor our activities more closely and more objectively. In theory,
this would allow users to gain a deeper understanding of their body and abilities. Rather,
manufactures often need to employ external motivation, e.g. through gamification [1], to
successfully market their products. As such, sports technology often limits itself to tailor-made
products that serve one specific purpose, seldom tasking users for active reflection on their
bodily abilities.

We argue that this approach of providing niche-only assistance systems that dictate users
what to do may pose the inherent risk of limiting lasting training effects [3]. Especially since
novel sensing technologies do have the potential to provide augmentation to our own senses and
increase the user’s own awareness of their body [4]. Here, we have identified an upcoming trend
in interactive feedback systems for physical activities that make use of active user reflection to
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facilitate bodily insights and allowing users to gain a better understanding of their bodies [5, 6, 7].
Research has shown that being aware of the effectiveness of the exercises [8] and gaining an
understanding of one’s body physiology [9] helps to increase wellbeing and performance [10],
hence fostering motivation [11]. We believe that such an approach has the potential to deliver
intrinsic motivation for users, thus enabling consistent improvements among a multitude of
sports domains.

Several aspects make this a challenging endeavor, such as the user’s affinity to specific
learning methods and the potentially limited applicability across different types of physical
activity. As HCI researchers, we usually do not have the luxury of extensive knowledge about
the human anatomy. Thus, we should play to our strength and focus on creating systems that
can enable users during their sports practice by means of technology without interfering with
their traditional learning method. In other words, we should aim to provide a seamless extension
to their current training regime and create new insights through the use of sensing technology.
As such, the provided feedback should not dictate the training routine, but rather provide the
means for users to gain new insights about their bodily abilities.

We envision this emerging paradigm of allowing for active reflection during physical activities
as quintessential in creating long-lasting bodily insights for users, facilitating the consolidation
of exercise forms at their own pace. In this position paper, we take a holistic look at interactive
feedback systems in sports and derive tangible design dimensions for future research directions.
Ultimately, we identified reflective feedback as a sweet-spot, (1) providing the user with the
means to gain bodily insights and thus potentially increasing intrinsic motivation for physical
activity and (2) enabling means for generalization across domains of physical activity.

2. Background

The field of HCI has already investigated different design and modalities in interactive feedback
systems for physical activity, drawing extensively from theoretical models behind motor learning
and consolidation of movement forms. In this section, we present a short introduction of these
models and respective learning methods. Finally, we give an overview on commonly used facets
for feedback design for physical activity.

Motor Learning And Skill Acquisition

In the motor learning process, we develop new skills in different stages, gaining more experience
through practice and consolidating it over time. Different theories, such as Doyon et al.’s model
of motor skill learning [12] and Sweller’s cognitive workload theory [13], describe the stages
in the learning process and the influence of cognitive factors. Throughout the motor learning
process, the knowledge transfers from short-term memory to long-term memory. We have yet
to completely understand how our bodies create motor memory [14], allowing us to effortlessly
perform highly complex movements given adequate training. Nevertheless, research on motor
learning has shown with retention tests that practice and feedback have a decisive influence on
the consolidation of motor skills [12, 15]. It remains the teacher’s task to support the learner
with exercises that correspond to the current learning stage and to correct mistakes using
individual methods. Considering the underlying processes in motor learning, it is essential to



support the consolidation during this process and to gain deeper bodily insights, for example
through active reflection on one’s own exercise form.

Consequently, different approaches exist for teaching and learning motor skills. Common
learning approaches include learning by imitation or observation of an expert performing the
exercises [16]. Another approach is learning from descriptions of the expected execution, as
applied by Velloso et al. [17]. Independent of the exercise, it requires the knowledge about the
correct execution of movement to avoid injuries [18].

Using dancing as an example for motor learning, Villa et al. [19] derived design requirements
for wearable feedback systems from literature and expert interviews. Among others, they
highlight the importance of personalized feedback for the learner. In most motor learning
contexts, individual feedback is expensive or not available because the students outnumber the
teacher [20]. As a step towards an assistive wearable feedback system for motor learning, Villa
et al. [19] showed that dancers prefer implicit feedback, e.g., on specific body parts to know
where the movement was incorrect. For the instruction of a new movement, however, they
preferred explicit explanations. Consequently, the question arises of how to design feedback
that provides the means for sportspeople to gain deeper bodily insights.

A Take on Existing Feedback Design in HCI for Sports

Reflecting on one’s own performance is an essential part of the learning process and can be
supported by corresponding feedback design. Schön [21] distinguishes between reflection-
in-action and reflection-on-action, where the former happens while performing a task and
the latter is retrospective. Systems which support the user with reflection-in-action, visualize
the effect of a certain task to encourage reflecting on the performance. Likewise, inducing an
internal or external focus of attention affects how the learner reflects on their performance
and self-assessment. According to Shea and Wulf [22], an internal focus requires the learner to
direct the attention to the learned movement itself. In contrast, the external focus makes the
learner reflect on the effect of the movement.

The feedback design in related research can be categorized into many different facets, but
mainly deals with what to show and when to show. For example (cf. when to show), Raheb
et al. [23] distinguish between tools that provide feedback continuously while performing the
exercises or discretely at specific timestamps. A further distinction is whether the feedback is
provided in real-time in the situation [24] or as post-hoc feedback afterward [25]. Further, Wulf
and Shea [26] discovered the beneficial effect of concurrent feedback in early learning stages by
reducing cognitive overload. Moreover, it leads to improved performance and learning with
reduced information to process [27].

Related work has identified the granularity of feedback, cf. what to show, i.d., the level of
data aggregation as a vital factor for proper reflection. This aspect is especially important
when considering the social context of users, implying a certain necessities when designing
for multiple user groups. An amateur might require light and curated feedback (see Figure 1b),
while an expert — on the way to perfect their exercise form — might prefer to consult the data
in its original form (see Figure 1a).

While raw data (and derivatives) can provide deeper insights for experts, they are unsuited
for laypeople as interpretation is difficult. On the other side of the spectrum are feedback
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Figure 1: Visual feedback for a fitness exercise (biceps curl), showing activation of two muscles (biceps,
deltoid) [6]. Experts prefer the visualization on the left giving them more insights into how to perfect
their exercise form, while amateurs favor the simpler representation on the right.

systems that exclusively provide domain-specific feedback, drawing extensively from prior
knowledge of the task domain1. This type of feedback is usually limited to address exactly one
specific aspect of the physical activity and recommend a course of action [24]. A compromise
are generic representations of collected sensor data, such as reducing the temporal fidelity and
simplifying the visualization, hence allowing the user to focus better and providing them with a
clear goal [6]. Although this comes at the cost of the need of some additional domain knowledge,
it usually poses a good compromise between the need for elaborated classification algorithms
(high domain knowledge) and overloading the user with complex signals. We envision this
representation as an incentive for users to make use of their own domain knowledge while the
system provides the means for them to improve their movement form.

3. Towards Reflective Feedback

Based on insights from related work, we propose a categorization as shown in Figure 2. On
one axis, we consider the system’s level of feedback granularity, ranging from domain-specific
to generic feedback, as outlined above. On the other axis, we evaluated the required effort
by the users to interpret the feedback and make sense of it (the amount of active reflection
needed). At one extreme, the system interprets the data and tells the user what to do and how
to correct it. On the other end, the user must interpret the provided feedback himself and
draw conclusions from it. We populate the categorization with example works to highlight the
benefits and caveats of specific feedback designs. Further, we discuss a possible extension to
this space to outline future research directions.

An example for highly domain-specific feedback with no need for active interpretation from
the user can be found in Footstriker [24] and Saltate! [28]. Both systems actively correct their
users, e.g., through EMS-triggered activation of muscles [24] and emphasizing incorrect beat
timings [28].

1Such as the type of sport and involved movements.
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Figure 2: Categorization of feedback systems. The y-axis shows the need for interpretation by the user.
The x-axis shows the granularity of feedback. The red shaded area depicts the sweet spot for reflective
feedback.

In contrast, Turmo Vidal et al. [7]’s example BodyLights (see Figure 3) can be placed on the
opposite side of our categorization, i.d., on the generic feedback side with a higher need for
interpretation. BodyLights uses generic visual feedback through laser projections to support
error identification in exercises for strength training but requires users to identify erroneous
positions themselves and how to correct them. Through this external focus of attention, the
users learn to acquire the understanding of the correct technique and how to execute it.

Figure 3: Turmo Vidal et al. [7] system BodyLights using generic visual feedback through laser projection
to support error identification as an example of reflective feedback.

Further works can be placed along a corridor between the two aforementioned works. Park
and Lee [29]’s work provides subtle correction feedback to the user through color-coding during
snowboarding, whereas Subletee [30] employs multi-modal feedback for posture correction
in golf play. Both works focus on active reflection and can thus be placed in the upper right
quadrant of our categorization.



Throughout our investigation, we have identified this area as a sweet spot for level of feedback
granularity and the required effort by the user to interpret it. Systems within this sweet spot
enable users to gain body awareness and further their ability to transfer the knowledge across
domains of physical activity while keeping the cognitive load at a reasonable level.

In this work, we introduce reflective feedback as a definition for feedback in this sweet spot
that:

1. leverages sensor data in the form of an generic representation as feedback to the user
2. encourages active reflection by the user requiring them to connect their performance

to the observed feedback

4. Encouraging Genuine Proficiency for Physical Activities

Designing feedback to increase body awareness is a balancing act between cognitive load and
a more profound learning effect by understanding the meaning of the feedback and gaining
the knowledge to transfer it across domains. In this position paper, we highlighted existing
approaches for feedback design in HCI for sports. Drawing from our categorization scheme, we
derived a working definition for reflective feedback to facilitate future research directions.

While highly customized feedback systems support fast improvements of exercise proficiency,
we advocate that purely domain-specific feedback suffers from potential ceiling effects, leaving
the user without an adequate base knowledge of their exercise form and bodily capabilities to
built genuine proficiency. Contrarily, a more generic approach to feedback design requires only
little knowledge about the exercise domain allowing it to potentially generalize well across
multiple domains. Here, we envision reflective feedback as a means to allow sportspeople to
gain deeper bodily insights when performing physical activities.

This form of feedback can potentially be challenging for novice sportspeople that are still
unaware about their exercise form. An alternative for novice users to reduce the effort to
understand generic feedback and to reduce the risk of misinterpretation can be a cascaded
feedback solution. Even though reflective feedback has a steeper learning curve [10], a cascaded
feedback solution can reduce this complexity. For example, by starting with explicit explanations
and gradually fading into reflective feedback when the user gained experience about the physical
activity, their own body and how to interpret the given feedback.

While initially requiring a higher cognitive load from the user – the signal needs to be
interpreted — reflective feedback potentially enables more profound learning methods leading to
increased retention of movement forms in the long run. Actively engaging with one’s exercise
form is a key aspect to create motor memory and consolidate new motor skills [12]. Here,
reflective feedback provides an additional sensory channel for users to reflect on their exercise
form, understand its benefits. While this approach inherently addresses a user’s needs for
autonomy [11], it remains a challenge how to design feedback system that adequately address
competence — providing an optimal challenge for self-improvement — and relatedness, as in,
combining intrinsic motivation about one’s own wellbeing with extrinsic motivational factors,
such as sharing one’s fitness advances [11].

Yet, current commercial systems mostly rely on external motivational factors, such as gam-
ification. The apple watch with its close-your-rings feature [1] is a good example for this



approach. It encourages the user to perform a certain amount of physical activity every day to
live healthier. This is reinforced by the competitive aspect of sharing the activity with friends.
Such systems fail to create a deeper understanding of inherent benefits associated with physical
activity and consequently cannot support the transition from extrinsic to intrinsic motivational
factors. Here, we envision reflective feedback as a means for users to make personal benefits for
their physical health and wellbeing more apparent.

Consequently, employing a reflective feedback approach allows designers more freedom,
but also shifts the focus towards the need to create engaging systems that encourage personal
growth in users [31]. A priori, the benefits of advancing the base understanding of one’s own
bodily capabilities might not be apparent, thus leading to sparse motivation. It remains a
challenge how we can design systems that incite a user’s intrinsic motivation for physical
activity.

5. Conclusion

In this position paper, we presented a categorization for feedback designs in HCI for sports
and identified a sweet spot for level of feedback granularity and the required effort by the
user to interpret it. Further, we introduced a working definition for reflective feedback that
encourages active reflection, thus, enabling the user to gain deeper bodily awareness and
potentially facilitates intrinsic motivation. We believe that our definition and categorization
outlines future research direction for the realization of sensor-based feedback system in HCI
for sports.
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